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High-pressure x-ray-diffraction studies have been carried out upto 20 GPa on iron-filled multiwalled carbon
nanotubes~MWNTs!. The pressure dependence of the intertubular spacingd0 of the filled MWNTs shows a
sharp change at 9 GPa which is not observed in pristine MWNTs. The iron present as nanowires inside the
MWNT is in the form of a-Fe and Fe3C. Both of these phases show higher compressibility than their bulk
form. Most interestingly, the structural modification of MWNTs at 9 GPa coincides with an iso-structural phase
transition in the encapsulated Fe3C, in sharp contrast to the absence of a transition in the bulk Fe3C upto 70
GPa.
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INTRODUCTION

Carbon nanotubes are amongst the most exciting new
terials being investigated because of their potential use
new technologies and devices exploiting their unusual m
chanical and electrical properties.1,2 In particular, multiwall
carbon nanotubes~MWNTs! are of interest to the growing
microfluidic and nanofluidic industry.3 These MWNTs are
composed of several concentric cylindrical graphene tubu
with an intertube separationd0 of ;3.4 to 3.9 Å, which
increases with decreasing radii.4 Recently the synthesis o
various metal filled carbon nanotubes has also been achi
successfully.5–8 There have been a number of theoretical a
experimental studies related to elasticity, strength, and tou
ness of MWNTs.9–14 High-pressure x-ray-diffraction exper
ments on pristine MWNTs show that these nanotubes
come partly amorphous when compressed above 8 GPa.15 In
addition, recent Raman scattering investigations on MWN
show a small change in slope of the high-frequency tang
tial modes at;1 GPa, which has been attributed to the
versible flattening of the nanotubes.16 While the metal filling
does not significantly change shape and size of the na
tubes, it can affect the mechanical properties significan
Molecular dynamics simulations17 have shown that the buck
ling force of single-walled carbon nanotubes~SWNTs! is in-
creased when filled with C60, CH4, and Ne. However, there
is no high-pressure experimental study so far to unders
the effect of filling on the elastic properties and stability
single-walled as well as multiwalled carbon nanotubes.
addition, such experiments will also help to understand
high pressure behavior of the nanocrystalline metallic wi
or particles which are formed inside the nanotubes. Wit
view to understand the effect of metal filling on MWNTs, w
have carried out high-pressure angle dispersive x-r
diffraction experiments on pure and Fe-filled MWNT.
sharp change is seen in the intertubular distanced0 in Fe-
filled MWNTs at;9 GPa, in sharp difference to the pristin
MWNTs. Encapsulated iron in the nanotubes is in t
form of a-Fe and Fe3C.7,18 The pressure behavior of thes
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nanocrystalline forms ofa-Fe and Fe3C are investigated and
are shown to be very different from their bulk counter par

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Fe-filled multiwall carbon nanotubes prepared by pyro
sis of ferocene along with acetylene using a two-stage
nace are same as described in Ref. 7. TEM studies show
presence of nanowires encapsulated inside car
nanotubes.7 High-resolution electron microscope image~Fig.
2 of Ref. 7! shows that there is no free space between
metal nanowire and the carbon nanotube. The nanow
show a distribution in their diameter and length, the diame
being in the range of 10–20 nm and the length in the 20
800 nm range. In addition to the nanowires, a small port
of iron nanoparticles, with 20–40 nm diameter, covered w
graphite layer were also found.

For the purpose of high pressure experiments Fe-fi
MWNTs ~along with a few specs of gold! were loaded in a
hole of ;120 mm diameter drilled in a preindented~;70
micron! steel gasket of a Mao-Bell kind diamond-anvil ce
~DAC!. Methanol:ethanol:water~16:3:1! mixture was used as
pressure transmitting medium which provides hydrosta
pressure environment until;15 GPa. The pressure was d
termined from the known equation of state of gold.19 High-
pressure angle dispersive x-ray-diffraction experiments, w
carried out up to;20 GPa, at the 5.2R beamline of Elettra
Synchrotron source with monochromatized x raysl
51.0 Å). The diffraction patterns were recorded usi
MAR345 imaging plate detector kept at a distance of;21
cm from the sample. Two-dimensional imaging plate reco
were transformed to one-dimensional diffraction profiles
the radial integration of diffraction rings using theFIT2D

software.20 Experiments on pure MWNTs were carried o
using a laboratory x-ray-diffraction source~Mo Ka) along
with an imaging plate and ruby pressure marker.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the x-ray-diffraction profile of the iro
filled multiwall carbon nanotubes at 0.3 GPa. The diffracti
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peak marked as MWNT is the characteristic peak for
multiwall carbon nanotubes representing the average in
shell distance and gives intertubular spacingd053.42 Å.
The pattern covering 2u from 22° to 37° can be analyze
very well21 in terms of three components—a-Fe, orthorhom-
bic Fe3C, and fcc Au, with the help of the Reitveld refine
ment usingGSASsoftware.22 The relative proportions ofa-Fe
and Fe3C are found to be 80 and 19 %, respectively, and
g-Fe phase is less than 1%. Pradoset al.18 have suggested
that innerg-Fe core is surrounded, from inside to outside,
g-Fe, Fe3C, and carbon layers. The refined unit cell dime
sions of a-Fe ~space group Im3m! is determined to be
2.88060.001 Å compared to 2.87 Å of bulka-Fe. For Fe3C
~orthorhombic structure, space group Pnma! the unit cell pa-
rameters area55.10860.002 Å, b56.82660.003 Å, c
54.568060.002 Å ~compare these with the values for bu
Fe3C: a55.08860.002 Å, b56.74260.003 Å, c54.526
60.003 Å). Larger values of lattice parameters of nanocr
talline Fe3C compared to bulk is expected as the free surf
in nanograins can be under tensile strain.23 The refined frac-
tional coordinates are given below~for bulk Fe3C the corre-
sponding values are given in the parenthesis24!:

Fe~1!: 0.076, 0.25, 0.827~0.036, 0.25, 0.840!,

Fe~2!: 0.242, 0.056, 0.350~0.182, 0.066, 0.337!,

C: 0.813, 0.25, 0.562~0.877, 0.25, 0.444!.

Figure 2 shows the diffraction patterns of Fe-filled MWN
at a few representative pressures. Before we discuss the
havior of nanocrystallinea-Fe and Fe3C, we focus on the
stability of the MWNTs. The observed value of averaged0
53.42 Å at ambient pressures compares favourably with
values reported by other investigators4 and its difference
from d002 of graphite~3.353 Å! has been interpreted as du

FIG. 1. X-ray diffraction profile of Fe-filled MWNTs at 0.3
GPa. The peak marked MWNT is the characteristic peak of
nanotube associated with the average intershell distance. Au~111!
and Au~002! lines are used as pressure markers.a-Fe~110! peak is
the characteristic peak for thea-iron phase. The peaks marked b
arrows correspond to the Fe3C phase. The peaks marked by sta
are not indexed.
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to the curvature of the tubes. The asymmetric line shape
the MWNTs diffraction peak can be due to a distribution
intershell distances becaused0 is known to decrease with th
radii of the tubes.4 Since the focus of the present paper is
address the high-pressure behavior of the Fe-filled tubes
will view d0 to correspond to the average intershell sepa
tion. The asymmetric line shape was fitted to a sum
Gaussian and Lorenzian function, as usually done in
literature.25 The variation of this intershell spacingd0 with
pressure is shown in Fig. 3 for Fe-filled~filled triangles! and
pristine MWNTs ~filled circles! in increasing pressure
runs. Also shown for comparison is the pressure variat
of d002 of graphite ~dotted line! generated26 using bulk
modulusB535.7 GPa, its pressure derivativeB8510.8 in
one-dimensional Murnaghan equationa/a05@(B8/B)P

11#21/B8. The results for decreasing pressure for Fe-fill
MWNTs are also shown by open triangles. The inset sho
the full width at half maximumG of the MWNT diffraction
line for the filled tubes. It can be seen that there is a sh
increase inG beyond 9 GPa, a feature similar to what h
been observed for the pristine tubes and has been ascrib
partial disorder.15 Alternatively, this could also be due to he
erogeneous deformation of the tubes. Based on our data
following observations can be made.~1! Thed0 value at low
pressure (P,0.3 GPa) for Fe-filled tubes (d053.42 Å) is

e

FIG. 2. Diffraction patterns of Fe-filled MWNTs at various pre
sures.~A break in thex axis at ;21° is used to imply different
intensity scales!. Beyond 22°, the data is analyzed by Reitve
analysis and this is shown at~a! 0.3 GPa,~b! 6 GPa,~c! 11.6 GPa,
and~d! 0.1 MPa released from 19 GPa. Displayed are the obse
~dots! and calculated~lines! spectra. The inset shows the MWN
line at a few pressures.
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slightly larger than that in pristine MWNTs (d053.37 Å).
~2! The d0 value shows a sharp decrease at;9 GPa for
Fe-filled tubes, whereas no such changes are seen in the
of pristine tubes. A simple geometric analysis indicates t
polygonization of tubes leads to a reduction in intersh
separation. For example, for hexagonal deformation, the
duction is by a factor of;0.9. Therefore, a probable expla
nation of the drop ind0 at 9 GPa could be in terms o
polygonization or ovalization of the tubes’ cross section,
observed also in single-wall carbon nanotubes.27 The transi-

FIG. 4. Volume compressionV/V0 of nanocrystalinea-Fe
present inside the nanotube as a function of pressure. The solid
is a fit to Murnaghan equation.

FIG. 3. Variation of the average intershell distanced0 with pres-
sure for~solid triangles for increasing pressure and open triang
for decreasing pressure!, and for pristine MWNT~solid circle!.
Variation of d002 line of graphite~dash line! is also plotted for
comparison. For the sake of clarity of presentation, the left sidy
axis is for the filled tubes and graphite, whereas the right side is
pristine tubes. The inset shows variation of the line width of
MWNT diffraction line for iron filled MWNT.
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tion pressure of 9 GPa seen in our experiments is m
lower than the pressure of 15 GPa when the pressure tr
mitting medium freezes and hence the nonhydrostaticity c
not be the reason for observing the changes ind0 andG. ~3!
Up to ;7 GPa, the pressure variation of thed0 is same for
pristine as well as filled tubes. When fitted to on
dimensional Murnaghan equation26 we getB549.3 GPa and
B858.1. Therefore, MWNTs, similar to SWNTs27 are less
compressible than graphite.4 Beyond 9 GPa, thed0 for filled
MWNTs is same asd002 of graphite. We point out that the
diffraction lines got weaker beyond 9 GPa, and therefore,
errors ind0 are somewhat larger than below 9 GPa.

The high-pressure behavior ofa-Fe formed inside the en
capsulated iron nanowires is presented in Fig. 4. As the
served diffraction peaks are very weak beyond;6 GPa, the
data is analyzed only upto this pressure. When fitted to M
naghan equation of state, we getB589.769.4 GPa with
B8520.967. These results suggest thata-Fe in the nano-
crystalline form is roughly twice more compressible than t
bulk a-Fe (B5169.8 GPa). This is similar to the observatio
of sixfold enhancement in compressibility of the nanocry
talline a-Fe seen in a low-pressure Mossbauer study~,1
GPa!.28 The increased compressibility is attributed to t
lower effective elastic constants of intercrystalline regio
surrounding the nanometer sized crystals and forming a

ne

FIG. 5. Variation of cell parameters and unit cell volume
Fe3C as a function of pressure. Filled gray circles represent b
Fe3C ~from Ref. 32!. Solid and dotted lines are the quadratic fits
our and the data from Ref. 32, respectively.
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work between them. We should also note thata-Fe in
MWNTs does not undergo bcc-hcp phase transformation
to 20 GPa, while in the bulk this phase transformation ta
place at;14 GPa.29 However, an increase in the transform
tion pressure in nanocrystalline materials compared to
bulk has also been observed in other materials.30

As mentioned above, Reitveld profile analysis shows t
nanocrystalline Fe3C present in nanotubes has a larger u
cell as well as the atomic arrangement is different from t
in the corresponding bulk phase. The diffraction pattern
sociated with Fe3C can be well refined with the space grou
Pnma up to the maximum pressure in the present study.
ure 5 show the pressure variation of the cell parameters
the unit cell volume. The filled dark~open! circles corre-
spond to increasing~decreasing! pressure runs. The soli
lines are fit to a quadratic equation. The cell constanta
decreases systematically up to 9 GPa and then shows a
ward jump followed by a smooth decrease up to the ma
mum pressure. In contrast,b reduces up to 9 GPa and ther
after the variation is small. The cell constantc also shows a
change in slope at;9 GPa. The pressure-volume curve
Fig. 5 also shows a clear signature of a phase transition
GPa. An accurate analysis of pressure-induced variatio
the fractional coordinates is rendered difficult due to the
duction in the diffracted intensity. However, the results
suggest some atomic rearrangements at;9 GPa. These re
sults clearly suggest a possibility of an isostructural ph
transition in nanocrystalline Fe3C at;9 GPa, the pressure a
which the intertube spacingd0 of MWNTs also shows a
sharp reduction. Interestingly, this is in sharp contrast to
behavior of bulk Fe3C which shows no phase transition up
73 GPa.31 This is clearly depicted by the data32 for bulk Fe3C
shown by gray filled circles in Fig. 5. As no phase transf
mation is observed either in pristine tubes or bulk Fe3C at
;9 GPa, it is difficult to ascertain whether the nanocryst
line Fe3C or the filled MWNTs drive the transformation
However, an independent study of nanocrystalline Fe3C will
help to resolve this issue. We also note that no sud
change is observed ina-Fe at this pressure. TheP-V data of
nanocrystalline Fe3C, when fitted using Murnaghan equatio
of state up to 9 GPa gives the bulk modulusB5135
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64 GPa and its pressure derivativeB854.0561, which is
considerably smaller than reported previously for bulk Fe3C
(B517564 GPa andB855.260.3).31,32 This again estab-
lishes that nanocrystalline materials can have a higher c
pressibility than their bulk counterparts. However, our resu
on Fe3C imply that the behavior of nanocrystalline pha
encapsulated in MWNTs is different from normal nanopha
material. In addition, one cannot just suppose that the de
mation of MWNT triggers phase transformation as that is
observed in a-Fe. Moreover, homogeneous deformati
theories30 suggest that the smaller dimensions of the na
particles result in increase of pressure of transformati
which is at variance with our results in Fe3C. Therefore, the
present results should encourage more experimental and
oretical work to unravel the underlying particle-tube intera
tions, which bring out the observed differences.

To summarize, the nanowires of iron formed in th
MWNTs have two phases—a-Fe and Fe3C. Both a-Fe and
Fe3C in the nanocrystalline form synthesized inside t
nanotubes are shown to be more compressible than the
responding bulk material. The filled MWNTs, unlike pu
MWNTs, undergo a structural modification at;9 GPa as
shown by a sharp reduction in the intertube separation
increase inG as well as in the decrease of the diffractio
intensity. This structural change in MWNTs is coincide
with an isostructural phase transformation in Fe3C at ;9
GPa. It will be interesting to study theoretically what driv
the pressure-induced transitions in MWNTs as well as
Fe3C.
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